the ArmRLite
advantage
More than 60 years of manufacturing experience
goes into each of our overhead sectional doors,
resulting in a lasting reputation for quality,
strength, and innovation.
There are enough variables on projects to begin with, worrying
about delivery should not be a hassle. ArmRLite takes each order as
a priority and we work hard provide our customers with on-time,
hassle-free deliveries.

Welded aluminum frames offer unbeatable strength and endurance
for even the harshest use. Our frames will not “sag” or loosen like
our competitors’ bolted frames. We manufacture our aluminum
doors with 4 sided extrusions, not the common 3 sided which can
crumble under pressure. We build our doors to last.

Leading in industry innovation with our exclusive ArmRLite ADA
compliant no step overpass door. Stable, secure, and safe public
egress option for our aluminum sectional doors.

ArmRLite is a pioneer of customization. To that end, we can offer
our customers unlimited glass options. We can offer the industry’s
first 1" thick insulated glazing where others typically max out at
½". We can easily accommodate non-traditional opening sizes. Our
Aluminum doors can be fabricated up to 30'-2" wide! For uneven
floors, sloping bottom sections are available. Looking for the option
to open the windows on a sectional door for some fresh air? Not a
problem for ArmRLite; ask us about our push-out awning windows!
For projects or building codes with specific requirements, ArmRLite
offers NFRC rated doors and wind load ratings up to 180mph!

Lastly, the warranty a product has is indicative of its quality and
value over time. ArmRLite offers an astounding 20-year structural
warranty on our welded framed door, except top section when
trolley operated. Our 20-year finish warranty, except on installations
within 1 mile of saltwater, for both custom Kynar® and standard
finishes also serves as a testament to the unparalleled quality and
value of our doors.

